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Somerset County’s Information Technology Department made excellent strides in its effort to build
“Resiliency” into the computing and communication architectures. Resiliency in technical terms refers to
eliminating potential problems and developing procedures for minimizing outages. Somerset County has a
hybrid cloud computing environment. Put another way, some applications run on servers in the cloud while
other applications run on County servers in four facilities (1) the County Courthouse (2) the Jail & Sheriff’s
Office (3) the Regional Communication Dispatch Center and (4) a satellite Sheriff’s Office in Madison, ME.
Connecting these facilities with fiber channels is fairly straight forward. But, what if a network fiber line is
disrupted. As an example, an auto accident knocks out a pole carrying the data line. In urban areas, internet
providers safeguard their customers from service disruptions by rerouting data using alternative delivery
paths. In rural environments, alternative routing paths are few and far between depending on location. Such
is the case in Somerset County. If a downed internet line is the only connection available and there is no
alternative delivery path, downtime will be experienced until the internet cable is restored.
Somerset County Information Technology Department did a deep dive into its connectivity architecture and
restructured how it connects its facilities to the internet. During the analysis, it was determined that internet
traffic during business hours was maxed out causing slow response time. The solution was to engage two
internet providers vs. one. The second internet provider is a cable company that has the capacity to reroute
local data traffic in a manner that the primary internet provider cannot. IT took the next step to best utilize its
two internet lines by load balancing traffic across both lines and implementing automatic failover i.e. if one
line fails, all traffic is directed to the other internet line. Costs were contained by renegotiating internet
contracts with the primary internet provider and installing the minimum requirements for the cable
connections. The total cost of internet connectivity increased slightly. This is a small price to pay for
increased internet speeds and the ability to keep the business running during an internet outage. This
strategy meets the definition of “Resiliency” in that the County remains connected to the internet at all times
and each facility can communicate with each other which is a key component of the County’s Disaster
Recovery plan.

